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ABSTRACT
Verifiability is a key requirement for electronic voting. However,

the use of cryptographic techniques to achieve it usually requires

specialist knowledge to understand; hence voters cannot easily

assess the validity of such arguments themselves. To address this,

solutions have been proposed using simple tables and checks, which

require only simple verification steps with almost no cryptography.

This simplicity comes at a cost: numerous verification checks

must be made on the tables to ensure their correctness, raising

the question whether the success of all the small verification steps

entails the overall goal of end-to-end verifiability while preserving

vote secrecy. Do the final results reflect the voters’ will? Moreover,

do the verification steps leak information about the voters’ choices?

In this paper, we provide mathematical foundations and an as-

sociated methodology for defining and proving verifiability and

voter privacy for table-based election protocols. We apply them to

three case studies: the Eperio protocol, Scantegrity, and Chaum’s

Random-Sample Election protocol. Our methodology helps us, in

all three cases, identify previously unknown problems that allow

an election authority to cheat and modify the election outcome.

Furthermore, it helps us formulate and verify the corrected versions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Logic and verification; Privacy pro-
tections; Privacy-preserving protocols.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Problem context. Secure electronic voting (e-voting) has been a

topic of active research since the 1980s [5, 10, 16] with clear practical

relevance. As security is a paramount concern, governments have

imposed requirements on the verifiability of the election results.

For example, in Switzerland, when more than 30% of the electorate

votes electronically, then voters must be able to check that their

vote was recorded as cast (“individual verifiability”). Moreover,

when more than 50% vote electronically, then auditors must be able

to determine that the tally has not been manipulated (“universal

verifiability”) [8]. The questions arise of how such checks can best

be supported, how to verify that the checking procedures used

actually work as intended and themselves cannot be manipulated,

and whether information about voter choices is leaked.

Our focus is on voting protocols with verification procedures

based on data tables accompanied by simple checks that enable the
voters and auditors to verify the election results. For example, a

voter may be asked to check that a table entry matches her own

vote selection, or that some values sum up correctly. These checks

are simple for voters to understand and carry out. This is in con-

trast to more heavy-weight cryptographic protocols, which use

mechanisms like homomorphic encryption [24] or mix networks

employing zero-knowledge proofs [3, 30]. With such procedures,

the computations made are relatively complex and evidence must be

checked by programs rather than humans. The importance of using

simple, comprehensible procedures for increasing transparency and

the electorate’s trust has also been emphasized by others [4, 7] and

is a legal requirement in some countries. For example, the German

Federal Constitutional Court ruled that political elections must be

verifiable by everyone and without specialist knowledge [18].

But even using tables with simple operations and checks does not

guarantee that these checks taken together are actually sufficient

to ensure that the election result is correct, and proving the latter

can be complex. Moreover, elections typically have conflicting re-

quirements concerning the results’ integrity and the voters’ privacy.

Correctness necessitates resolving this tension and determining

that all the checks, taken together, satisfy all the given require-

ments. Prior to this work, a general proof methodology for this, in

the context of table-based election protocols, was lacking.

Approach taken.We present mathematical foundations and an

associated methodology for establishing that verification checks

for table-based protocols ensure the correctness and privacy of the

election’s results. Our foundations are based on tables, which are

multisets of tuples, and a small collection of operators for manipu-

lating, querying, and combining them. Protocols may be built from

tables using simple cryptographic operations such as commitments

https://doi.org/10.1145/XXXXXX.XXXXXX
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and cut & choose steps. Our foundations are particularly well-suited

for cut & choose protocols, where different permuted copies of a

table are used, and each copy reveals just part of its data. We use

our operators to define general notions relevant for such elections,

for example when these partially revealed tables can be combined

in a consistent way or when two tables are indistinguishable, given

a set of their subtables or other properties.

Given a voting protocol, its analysis proceeds as follows:

(1) Specify a global integrity property ϕ of the election, for ex-

ample that the final tally reflects the voters’ choices.

(2) Provide a set Ψ = {ψ1, . . . ,ψn } of properties of the tables
used in the election, which correspond to the simple checks

agents must make as described by the protocol, and prove

that together, they are sufficient to establish ϕ. Hence, if
the check of eachψi ∈ Ψ succeeds, then the electorate can

be assured of the correctness of the overall election results

(soundness), even in presence of malicious participants.

(3) Verify that if the global integrity property ϕ holds, then

the checks will succeed in the optimistic case when no-one

cheats (completeness).
(4) Prove that the checks do not violate the voters’ privacy.

These steps are general and can be applied to any table-based pro-

tocol to ensure both integrity and privacy. Moreover, our table

operators directly support formulating and proving the properties

in these steps.

To illustrate this, we present three case studies. The first case

study, which is also our running example, analyzes Eperio [22].

This protocol can be seen as a variant of e-voting protocols like

Punchscan [31], Scantegrity [12], and Aperio [21] and is based on

simple checks on tables where each check is made on a randomly

chosen subset of table elements. We have chosen Eperio to illustrate

our methodology because it is formulated directly on tables. In our

second case study, we obtain similar modeling results for the better-

known protocol Scantegrity [12].

The previous analysis of Eperio [22] focused on the probability

that each individual stepψi detects a malicious execution. However,

such analysis does not address the correctness of the entire proce-

dure when putting all the checks together. Ourmethodology instead

analyzes table-based protocols in a possibilistic setting, and aims to

show the correctness of the verification steps taken together. Our

analysis reveals that even if all the checks in Eperio succeed, some

initial assumptions or additional checks are needed, as otherwise

there are weaknesses that can be exploited by a malicious election

authority. Furthermore, our methodology reveals that Scantegrity

is subject to the same weaknesses.

Our third case study is a table-based version of random-sample

elections proposed by Chaum [9]. Chaum presents his protocol

informally without proofs of his security claims. We apply our

methodology to provide a rigorous analysis of his protocol. We

again uncover critical weaknesses that would allow a malicious

election authority to modify the election results and we provide

additional checks to fix them with associated proofs.

Contributions.We provide both foundations and an associated

methodology for reasoning about table-based elections. Prior to

this work such a methodology was missing. Our foundations gen-

eralize operators from database theory to handle multisets and

undefinedness and provide an expressive and concise formalism to

specify and reason about table properties. Our methodology pro-

vides a sound way to decompose global correctness properties into

locally checkable ones. We provide three substantial case studies

that illustrate its scope. These examples also show that, despite

the simplicity of the checks, table-based analysis is subtle. Our

work shows how to make this analysis precise, thereby supporting

correctness proofs or uncovering errors in proposed protocols.

One particularly novel aspect of our work, which should be of

independent interest, is the design of table-based methods for ana-

lyzing and quantifying the privacy of elements in a table. We define

a novel, combinatorial notion of privacy for the table-based setting,

called G-indistinguishability, that measures an observer’s ability

to correlate elements in one column of a table with elements in

another based on a fixed set of views and queries. This is well suited

for table-based voting protocols where privacy may be breached

by re-linking information from within a given data set and can also

be used in other applications storing private data in tables. We use

G-indistinguishability to provide sufficient conditions for a proto-

col to achieve privacy, and we compare this notion to symbolic

equivalence-based definitions of privacy.

Organization. In Section 2 we present foundations for manipu-

lating tables. In Section 3 we introduce our first case study, Eperio,

and present protocol modeling. In Sections 4 and 5 we show how

to verify integrity and privacy properties using Eperio as a running

example. In Section 6 we obtain similar modeling results for the

Scantegrity protocol. In Section 7 we sketch the application of our

methodology to random sample elections, providing the full details

in Section E of the appendix. We discuss related work in Section 8

and draw conclusions in Section 9.

All proofs of the lemmas and theorems stated in the paper are

given in the Appendix.

2 TABLE OPERATIONS
2.1 Preliminaries
We start by defining basic operations on tables, generalizing stan-

dard notions from database theory to account for tables that are mul-

tisets and may contain missing information. We take a named per-

spective on tables, following [1]. Namely, a tableT is a finitemultiset
of tuples (the table’s rows), where the table’s columns are uniquely

named. We write set(T ) for the set of tuples that occur at least once
in T , #T (t) to denote the multiplicity of a tuple t in T , and |T | for
the number of tuples inT , counting multiplicity. A table’s rows and

columns are unordered. The set ofT ’s column names is called its sort
and is denoted by sort(T ). Given an underlying data domain dom,

each column name may be associated with a subset of dom ∪ {⊥},

also written as dom⊥, e.g., representing (possibly unknown) strings

or integers. We assume that dom does not contain the symbol ⊥,

which represents missing information. We refer to elements in dom
as known values and to⊥ as an unknown value. Similarly, tuples and

tables without ⊥ are called known tuples and tables, respectively.

We view tuples as total functions from their sort to dom⊥ where

for a tuple t of sort N , t(A) is t ’s value on the column name A ∈ N .

We write tuples with angled brackets and include both the column

name and corresponding value, e.g., ⟨A : 3,B : 5⟩, which we consider



to be the same tuple as ⟨B : 5,A : 3⟩. We say that a tuple s is a super-
tuple of a tuple t if t is the restriction of s to sort(t), i.e., s |

sort(t ) = t .
We denote by T the set of tables over a set dom and by T⊥ the

set of tables over dom⊥. For a,b ∈ dom⊥, we write a
⊥
= b if a = b,

a = ⊥, orb = ⊥. We extend
⊥
= to tuples and tables in the natural way.

We denote multiset containment by ⊆#
and by ⊆#

⊥ the canonical

extension to dom⊥. Formally, for S,T ∈ T⊥, we write S ⊆#

⊥ T if

there is a total functionw : set(S) × set(T ) → N such that

(1) ∀(s, t) ∈ S ×T : w(s, t) , 0 ⇒ s ⊥
= t ,

(2) ∀s ∈ S :
∑

t ∈set(T )

w(s, t) = #S (s), and

(3) ∀t ∈ T :

∑
s ∈set(S )

w(s, t) ≤ #T (t).

This definition intuitively corresponds to a "total mapping" from

the multiset S to the multiset T . However instead of defining the

notion of a mapping on multisets, we defined multiset containment

directly.

2.2 Table Queries and Properties
We write table queries in the SP-algebra [1], with operators for

Selection and Projection, following a standard syntax. For example,

the selection query σA=1(T ) returns the table that is the multiset of

tuples inT that have a 1 in the column named A and the projection

query πN (T ) returns the projection ofT to the columns with names

in the set N . If N ⊈ sort(T ), then πN (T ) is undefined. Note that for
selection, ⊥ is treated as a literal value: σA=⊥(T ) is the multiset of

tuples that have ⊥ in the column A of T . To treat ⊥ as a wildcard,

we apply the selection operator with
⊥
=, e.g., σA ⊥

=1T is the multiset

of tuples in T that have a 1 or a ⊥ in column A of T . We omit

parentheses when applying and composing operators and write

αβT for (α ◦ β)(T ).
A table property is a set of tables. A table T ∈ T⊥ has a property

p ⊆ T⊥ ifT ∈ p. Notationally, we will often identify properties with

table predicates and write p(T ). We also consider properties of sets
of tables, e.g. p(S), for a set of tables S ⊆ T⊥. More generally, we

will consider properties that aren-ary predicates, i.e. sets ofn-tuples
of tables or of sets of tables, and write p(T1, ..,Tn ) or p(S1, ..,Sn ).

For verifiability in voting, users and auditors often perform

checks on individual tables or collections of tables. To model this we

will work with properties whose membership is easily determined

by simple checks, and we hence often identify checks (conducted

either on tables or on sets of tables) and properties (of tables or of

sets of tables respectively).

For a table S ∈ T⊥, the table property shapeS := {T ∈ T⊥ |

sort(T ) = sort(S) ∧ |T | = |S |} is the set of tables that have the

same column names and number of tuples as S . A central property

when combining potentially conflicting information from different

sources is the set of all known tables that are horizontal (or column)

or vertical (or row) extensions of a tableT ∈ T⊥, or both. We denote

this by [T ], where

[T ] := {T ′ ∈ T | T ⊆#

⊥ π
sort(T )(T

′)}.

When information in a tableT is associatedwith unique values, such

as indices or keys of a sort N , we may then impose the additional

side-condition that any extension of T preserves the uniqueness

of tuples of sort N . We will write [T ]N for those extensions of T

where subtuples of sort N have multiplicity 1:

[T ]N := [T ] ∩ {T ′ ∈ T | N ⊆ sort(T ′) ∧ πN (T ′) = set(πN (T ′))}.

Example 1. Consider the following tables, where column names

are written above the horizontal line:

T =
Ballot Candidate
123 Asterix

337 Obelix

S =

Voter Ballot Candidate
a 123 Asterix

b 337 Obelix

c 337 Dogmatix

.

Then S ∈ [T ], but S < [T ]{Ballot} , because the ballot 337 occurs

twice in S . For the same reason, [S]{Ballot} = ∅. Note that [T ]{Voter}

is the set of all horizontal and vertical extensions of T with unique

entries in the column Voter. This set contains S , but does not contain
T itself because T does not have a Voter column. △

2.3 Table Indistinguishability
A central and novel notion in our work is a table’s indistinguish-

ability set with respect to a set of queries Q and a set of properties

B. Intuitively, an indistinguishability set contains all possible expla-

nations for what a table T could be, based on the observations an

agent has obtained aboutT from the queries inQ and the properties

in B that the agent knows T must have. An indistinguishability set

is the rough analog for tables of an anonymity set from the pri-

vacy literature, where a subject is not identifiable within a group

of subjects. We will use this notion to define privacy in Section 5.

Definition 1. Let T ∈ T⊥ be a table over dom⊥ and Q a set of
queries and B a set of properties. The indistinguishability set of T
associated withQ and satisfying B is the set of tables over dom where

IndT (Q,B) := {T ′ ∈ T | ∀q ∈ Q : q(T ′)
⊥
= q(T ) ∧

∀b ∈ B : b(T ′) }.

We write IndquT (Q) for IndT (Q, ∅).

Using Example 1, suppose only the columns Ballot and Candidate
of table S are queried. Then IndS ({πBallot,Candidate}, {shapeS }) con-
tains all possibilities for voters to cast the three votes, since this

set consists of all tables of equal shape and equal subtuples of

sort {Ballot, Candidate} as S . The set IndquS ({π
sort(S )}) is the set

of known tables that horizontally extend S , allowing for arbitrary
additional information to be associated with the three tuples in S .

3 TABLE PROTOCOLS
We use our foundations to model voting protocols where:

(1) voters’ election data is stored in a table E, containing for

example the list of voters, candidates, and their choices;

(2) to enable verifiability, the election authority publishes parts

of the election data (copies of E where only a subset of its

rows or columns are revealed), denoted by tables Pauth ⊆ T⊥,

in a way that should preserve the voters’ privacy; and

(3) voters and auditors verify that an integrity property ϕ (stat-

ing that votes are counted as intended) is satisfied by making

a set of checks, denoted by Ψ = {ψ1, ...,ψk }.

We will illustrate this on a running example, defining an additional

table operator for combining tables in the process.



There is a large family of e-voting protocols adhering to the above

scheme whose verification procedures are based on randomized

checks and do not depend on cryptographic primitives. To preserve

privacy, these checks are not made directly on the table E described

in (1), but rather, as described in (2), on permuted copies of the

table. Examples of such protocols are Scantegrity [12], Scantegrity

II [11], Punchscan [31], and Eperio [22]. The protocols’ verification

procedures rely on cut & choose techniques. Namely, in Step (2),

the authority does not know beforehand which data should be

revealed and the correctness of the verification is based on the

unpredictability of this choice. The protocols then only differ in how

the permutations, receipts, and verification checks described in (3)

are conducted. For example, Scantegrity uses a circuit-switchboard,

Scantegrity II uses invisible ink on their ballots, while Punchscan

uses two-layer ballots with holes in the top sheet. In contrast, Eperio

performs the verification checks directly on the published tables.

For the sake of clarity, we have chosen Eperio as our running

example to illustrate our methodology. Since Eperio’s verification

procedures are directly defined in terms of table checks, we can

therefore focus on our methodology itself. We use Eperio to moti-

vate and explain our formalism to represent and reason about tables.

It also shows the benefit of such rigor as our analysis reveals weak-

nesses in Eperio’s verification procedure, and provides clear and

simple proofs of the soundness and privacy of a corrected version.

Afterwards, in Section 6, we apply our methodology to analyze

Scantegrity. Once we abstract Scantegrity’s verification mechanism

based on circuit-switchboards, reducing it to table checks, we obtain

similar results. We also analyze Chaum’s Random Sample Election

Protocol [9], which operates directly on tables. This protocol is

interesting as it offers additional complexity by implementing a

random choice among possible voters and using decoy ballots to

prevent vote-buying. Prior to this work, a methodology for analyz-

ing such table-based protocols was lacking.

3.1 Eperio’s Election Procedure

U Mark

... Cand. (S)

Gs.1 c
... Asterix

Gs.2 b
... Obelix

#Gs#

... f
fill box

to audit

U Mark

... Cand. (S)

Lf.1 b
... Obelix

Lf.2 b
... Asterix

#Lf#

... g
fill box

to audit

Figure 1: Marked ballots with randomly ordered candidates.

Ballots in Eperio consist of two separable parts: the left half

contains markable bubbles with unique serial numbers and the right

half lists the corresponding candidates in a randomly permuted

order as shown in Figure 1. To vote, voters mark their choice on

the ballot. Once the marked ballot is scanned, the candidate list

is removed and destroyed. The voter keeps the remaining part as

a receipt. Alternatively, voters may abstain from voting and keep

the entire ballot to audit the election. The ballot is still scanned,

but marked as a so-called print-audit ballot. All scanned ballots are

recorded by an authority in a table E.

Observe that the vote associated to a ballot is determined only

if all three columns are known. The Eperio verification procedure

reveals two of the three columns, allowing voters to verify that their

votes were recorded correctly, while not compromising vote secrecy.

Using different row-shuffled copies of the table E, the authority

alternatively reveals the first two or the last two columns. Observe

that by the uniqueness of the ballot numbers, the authority may

not reveal the first two columns in one copy and the first and third

column in another, without revealing the ballots’ votes.

In more detail, the protocol proceeds as follows. The scanned

ballots are recorded by the election authority in a table called the

Eperio table, denoted E, which is a u × 3 table, where u is the

product of the number of ballots and the number s of candidates in
an election. The three columns are named U ,M , and S . ColumnU
contains the serial number of a ballot and a position in the range 1

through s . The third column S contains the candidate names. These

two columns are fixed before the election. Column M is initially

empty, but once ballots are recorded, it contains elements from the

set {1, 0,−1}, formalizing whether the candidate (listed in the third

column) was voted for (1), not voted for (0), or the ballot is selected

for print auditing (−1). For example, the cast ballots from Figure 1

would result in the following Eperio table:

E =

U M S

Gs.1 1 Asterix

Gs.2 0 Obelix

Lf.1 −1 Obelix

Lf.2 −1 Asterix

.

The table E is known only to the authority and is never published.

Elections have three phases:

Phase 1 Prior to the election.
Before the election, the columnM is empty. The authority generates

x row-permutations of the table E, where x is a fixed parameter.

It generates next separate commitments for the first and the third

column of each of the x copies of E, denoted by E1, . . . , Ex
. These

commitments are published before the election.

Phase 2 After the election, but prior to the audit.
The votes are recorded in the columnM and the x permutations of

this column are published. Print-audited ballots are identified with

a −1 entry inM . The authority generates and publishes a linkage
list L. This is a table that specifies, for each row-permuted copy

of E, the row numbers in which the print-audited ballots’ serial

number and position can be found: Lj , the j-th column of the table

L, contains the row numbers of the print-audited ballots in the table

E j
; see Figures 2 and 3.

Phase 3 Audit.
The auditors perform a cut & choose game over the x commitments

of the permutations of the table E published in Phase 1 and perform

a set of checks, which we denote by Ψ. For each commitment, either

the column containing a permutation ofU or the column containing

a permutation of S is published. The corresponding permutation

ofM was already published in Phase 2. The linkage list is used to

verify print-audited ballots. If the revealed column is a permutation

ofU , the linkage list is used to verify the serial number and position

pair. If it is a permutation of S , it is used to verify the candidate

order on the ballot.

When the commitments are made, the authority does not know

which columns it must reveal. Hence the auditors are ensured (with

high probability) that both columnsU and S are correct.



U M L1 . . . Lx
: : : :

Gs.1 -1 5 . . . 73

Gs.2 -1 20 . . . 88

Lf.1 -1 19 . . . 18

Lf.2 -1 3 . . . 100

: : : :

Figure 2: Table composed of columns U and M , and linkage
list L showing data structure for two print-audited ballots.

row E1

U E1

M E1

S

3 Lf.2 -1 Obelix

5 Gs.1 -1 Asterix

19 Lf.1 -1 Asterix

20 Gs.2 -1 Obelix

row Ex
U Ex

M Ex
S

18 Lf.1 -1 Asterix

73 Gs.1 -1 Asterix

88 Gs.2 -1 Obelix

100 Lf.2 -1 Obelix

Figure 3: Entries pointed to by the linkage list in the first
and last permuted copies of the Eperio table.

Formally, we use our table notation and we model the data that

the authority publishes by u × 3 tables P1, . . . , Px whose entries

are the data in the publicly revealed columns and ⊥ otherwise. We

set Pauth := {P1, . . . , Px } ⊆ T⊥. Some tables will have unknown

values in the U columns, others in the S columns. To model the

information revealed by Eperio’s linkage list table L, we replace
unknown values in tuples that containM = −1 in the tables Pauth
by the information learned from the linkage list table.

The tally is a function, denoted tal, that is computed from the

election table E. For Eperio, tal := πSσM=1 selects the rows in the

Eperio table that satisfy M = 1 followed by a projection to the S
column containing the candidate names.

In practice, the checks done by the voters and auditors are not

performed on the secret election table E, but rather on data pub-

lished by the authority, represented by the tables in Pauth. Observe

that when the voting authority is honest, then each table in Pauth is

a submultiset of E (as the order of rows in a table is immaterial). A

dishonest authority may, however, publish arbitrary data, where

some or all tables in Pauth are unrelated to any underlying table.

3.2 An Operator for Combining Information
To combine possibly conflicting tables, we define a novel operator

?Key
on tables that merges data where the tuples of a given sort

Key are used as unique keys. In the case of conflicting information,

the operator returns the empty set.

Let Key be a set of column names and R ⊆ T⊥ be a finite set

of tables of possibly different sorts. We want to ensure that the

tables in R may contain redundant, but not conflicting information.

Namely, if T1,T2 ∈ R have a tuple t of sort Key in common, they

must also have the super-tuple of t of sort sort(T1) ∩ sort(T2) in
common. Formally, we define this combination as the intersection of

all extensions of tables in R where subtuples of sort Key are unique,

?Key
R :=

⋂
T ∈R

[T ]Key.

Example 2. Write T ?Key S for ?Key
{T , S} for tables T and S .

Consider the following tables, where V contains voter identifiers,

R :=
U M S

H .1 1 yes
N .1 1 no

, S :=
U M S

H .1 0 yes
N .1 1 no

, T :=
V U M

a N .1 1

b K .2 0

.

Then:

(1) R ?{U ,M } S = [R]{U ,M } ∩ [S]{U ,M } = [Y ]{U ,M }
where

Y =

U M S

H .1 1 yes
H .1 0 yes
N .1 1 no

.

That is, R ?{U ,M } S contains all tables that extend Y (both

horizontally and vertically) and have unique subtuples of

sort {U ,M}.

(2) R ?{U } S = ∅, that is, R and S contain conflicting infor-

mation if U is the unique key, as is the case in Eperio. R
and S have the ballot id H .1 in common, but R contains the

subtuple ⟨U : H .1,M : 1⟩, whereas S contains the subtuple

⟨U : H .1,M : 0⟩. So there is no extension that combines the

information present in R and S while preserving the unique-

ness of the subtuples of sort {U }.

(3) S ?{U ,M } T = [Z ]{U ,M }
, where

Z =

V U M S

⊥ H .1 0 yes
a N .1 1 no
b K .2 0 ⊥

. △

The following lemma, proved constructively, states that the re-

sult of ?Key
computed over a set of known tables, where Key

is a subsort of each table, always equals [Z ]Key for some table Z ,
including the possibility of the result being the empty set.

Lemma 1. Let T1, . . . ,Tk ∈ T , and Key , ∅ be a set of column
names such that Key is a subsort of each of these tables. Then there
exists a table Z ∈ T⊥ such that ?Key

{T1, . . . ,Tk } = [Z ]Key.

Hence if ?U
Pauth , ∅, the tables in Pauth are consistent with

each other, and the tables in ?U
Pauth represent all possible “Epe-

rio tables” from which these subtables come from. Observe that

tables in?U
Pauth could also extend the tables in Pauth vertically.

However, we are often interested in the minimal such extension.

Definition 2. If S ⊆ T is a set of tables, we denote byminS the
set of all minimal elements of S, i.e., minS ⊆ T is the largest subset
of S with the property ∀T ∈ S, T ′ ∈ minS : T ′ ∈ [T ] ⇒ T = T ′.

For example, let {T1, ...,Tk } ⊆ T and the sort Key be as in

Lemma 1 so that ?Key{T1, ...,Tk } = [Z ]Key for some Z ∈ T⊥. Then

min?Key{T1, ...,Tk } is the set of all tables obtained by replacing

the unknown values of Z with known ones from the domain.

3.3 Modeling Table-Based Protocols
In the beginning of Section 3 we defined the tables Pauth. These

tables represent the information published by the authority and are

supposedly subtables of the authority’s table E.

To verify that this is indeed the case and that the election out-

come is correct, voters and auditors use additional information that

is given by (i) the voting protocol itself and (ii) the voters’ individual



knowledge of their cast votes. To model this additional information,

we denote by Pcon the nonempty set containing all possible tables

that satisfy publicly known constraints given by the protocol, such

as the published tables’ shape (determined when the number of

votes is known) or the tally. We denote by V the set of voters, and

for each voter v we model the knowledge available to her, e.g. her

vote, by a smaller table Rv that indicates v’s view of the election

and hence containsv’s real vote. These tables are not present in the

protocol specification itself. We denote the combined view of all

voters by Views = {Rv | v ∈ V}. For each voter v ∈ V , the table

Rv has a column of sort V that in every row contains the identifier

v ∈ V . This sort is used to correctly assignv’s ballots tov indepen-

dently of any information published by the voting authority. Note

that tables in Pauth do not have a column V and tables in Views do
not contain information on printed, but unused ballots.

Eperio. In Eperio, Pcon encodes the tally (denote by t , the an-

nounced outcome) and the constraints that all printed ballots must

be represented by P1, . . . , Px :

Pcon := Ind
qu
t (πSσM=1) ∩

⋂
P ∈Pauth

{T ∈ T⊥ | P ⊥
= π

sort(P )T }.

For each voter v ∈ V , Rv is a 4-column table of sort {V,U ,M, S},
where column V contains v . The entries in columnU of Rv contain

the serial numbers and positions on the received ballot, the entries

in columnM contain the actual votes marked byv on her cast ballot,

and column S contains the actual candidate names printed for the

corresponding serial number and position on the ballot. We denote

the set of these tables by Views := {Rv | v ∈ V}.

Ideally, we can combine the voters’ information Views. In this

case, ?U Views is nonempty and contains all possible extensions

of the provided information. Since all tables in Views are of the

same sort and they do not contain ⊥ values, the proof of Lemma 1

yields a table V such that?U Views = [V ]U . Then the combined

view of the voters is represented by the table V ∈ T , which is also

the unique element in the set min?U Views. Eperio’s verification
procedure should verify thatV is consistent with the data published

by the election authorities

Otherwise there is conflicting information, and the set

min?U Views is empty. This should be detected by the verification

procedure.

4 VERIFIABILITY PROPERTIES
In Phase 3 of the Eperio protocol, voters and auditors conduct

checks ψ1, . . . ,ψk ∈ Ψ on the sets of tables Pauth,Pcon, and Views.
These checks are intended to verify that the result published by

the election authority corresponds to the voters’ intentions, as in

global verifiability [26]. We denote this integrity property by ϕ and

will return to it in Section 4.2, Definition 4.

4.1 Properties of checks
We state now what we require for a general verification procedure,

consisting of a set of properties Ψ = {ψ1, . . . ,ψk }, to yield correct

results. To begin with, a verification procedure is sound if all the

checks in Ψ entailϕ. For voting, soundness is essential as it amounts

to the outcome’s integrity and ensures that any cheating in the

production of tables and ballots (represented by the tables in Pauth
and Pcon) will be uncovered.

Completeness is the converse: ϕ entails all the properties in Ψ. In
general, completeness may be too strong as an election outcome

could correspond to the voters’ intent even if errors occur. For

example, an audit could detect errors in a batch of printed but

unused ballots. The verification of this batch of printed ballots

would fail, but the election’s outcome may still be correct.

In practice, voting protocols need dispute resolution proce-

dures [2] to achieve soundness and completeness in the case of

dishonest voters, but this is out of this paper’s scope. We assume

that Views corresponds to the voters’ intent.

Definition 3. The verification of a property ϕ is sound with
respect to Ψ if∧

ψi ∈Ψ

ψi (Pauth,Pcon,Views) ⇒ ϕ(Pauth,Pcon,Views) . (1)

The verification of ϕ is complete with respect to Ψ if∧
ψi ∈Ψ

ψi (Pauth,Pcon,Views) ⇐ ϕ(Pauth,Pcon,Views) . (2)

Together, these requirements state that the conjunction of the

propertiesψi ∈ Ψ is equivalent to ϕ. This admits a trivial solution

where Ψ = {ϕ}. In practice, since one also requires voter privacy,

Ψ is instead decomposed into multiple verification checks, where

each check only accesses a strict subset of the table’s elements.

Definition 3 is specific to checks conducted on the sets of ta-

bles Pauth, Pcon, and Views that describe an election. The definition

is clearly generalizable to any property ϕ(S1, ..,Sk ) and checks

{ψi (S1, ..,Sk ) | ψi ∈ Ψ} conducted on arbitrary finite sets of ta-

bles S1, ..,Sk ⊆ T⊥ and for any property ϕ(T1, ..,Tk ) and checks

{ψi (T1, ..,Tk ) |ψi ∈ Ψ} conducted on arbitrary tablesT1, ..,Tk ∈ T⊥.

Example 3. Consider the tables T , S ∈ T where, in contrast to

Eperio,U values need not be unique.

T =

U M S

a 1 no
a 0 yes
b 1 yes
b 0 no

S =

U M S

a 0 no
a 1 yes
b 1 no
b 0 yes

Letϕ(T , S) be the property that the tableT is equal to the table S . Let
ψ (T , S),ψ ′(T , S), andψ ′′(T , S) be the properties that T ’s projection
on the first two columns, the first and last columns, and the last two

columns, respectively, are equal to the corresponding projections

on S . Then ϕ(T , S) ⇒ ψ (T , S)∧ψ ′(T , S)∧ψ ′′(T , S), but the converse
is false. The tablesT and S are not equal, not even up to permutation

of rows. So ϕ(T , S) is not satisfied. But any two columns of T are

equal to the corresponding two columns of S , soψ (T , S),ψ ′(T , S),
andψ ′′(T , S) are satisfied. Hence a verification procedure that aims

to establish ϕ(T , S) by checking the propertiesψ (T , S),ψ ′(T , S), and
ψ ′′(T , S) would be complete, but not sound. △

The following lemma states that, in contrast to the above exam-

ple, if the tables contain a unique key, then it is possible to verify a

global property by performing checks on subsets of columns.

Lemma 2. Let R ⊆ T be a set of tables, defining a property, and
{S0, S1, S2, ..., Sk } a subsort of sort(R) for all R ∈ R. Let T ∈ T be a



table such that T ∈ ?{S0 }{πS0,SiR | R ∈ R} for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}.
Then

T ∈ ?{S0 }{πS0,S1, ..,SkR | R ∈ R}.

This lemmawill be crucial for the proof of correctness of Eperio’s

verification procedure.

4.2 Security goals
Observe that the sets of tables Pauth,Pcon, and Views may result in

different, potentially conflicting views of the overall election data.

A voting protocol must therefore ensure that:

(1) the voters’ joint view of the election can be combined (in the

sense of Section 3.2) with the published data and

(2) every election table that combines the public data and the

voters’ joint views yields the same election outcome.

We formalize these two conditions as follows.

Definition 4. Given a non-empty sort Key of unique keys, Pauth,
Views, and Pcon as in Section 3, let C =?Key

(Pauth ∪ Views) ∩ Pcon.
We say that an election’s outcome tal corresponds to the voters’

intent, and denote this property by ϕKey,tal(Pauth,Pcon,Views), if the
following two conditions are satisfied.

(1) C , ∅ and
(2) ∀T ∈ C, ∀T ′ ∈ min?KeyViews : tal(T ) = tal(T ′),

where tal denotes the tally function.
For clarity, we will henceforth omit subscripts and arguments and

write ϕ.

As a side remark, Definition 4 also illustrates how our operators

provide a concise way to specify (and later reason about) relevant

properties of voting, formulated on tables.

The property ϕ covers the central integrity requirement (i.e.,

the election’s result reflects the intent of the electorate) for voting

protocols, a point we discuss further in Section 8. Establishing that

the verification checks made in a voting protocol imply ϕ hence

corresponds to ensuring end-to-end verifiability. Note that this

definition can still be flexibly adapted to the specifics of different

protocols as it is parametrized by the tally function tal and the

protocol-specific tables Pauth, Pcon, Views, and the unique keys Key.

4.3 Verifiability for Eperio
4.3.1 Overview. In [22], to show that the verification procedure

guarantees that the election is counted-as-intended, the authors

prove that each step of the audit is sound and complete.

In particular, they compute the probability that each check suc-

ceeds in detecting a malicious execution. For example, for the verifi-

cation step where voters check their receipts using columns U and

M , they compute the probability of detecting ballot receipts that

have been modified. However, no other type of malicious behaviour

is considered. In other words, soundness is shown for each single

verification step, but not for the entire verification procedure.

In contrast to the original analysis [22], we analyze the sound-

ness of the overall verification procedure, where we perform a

possibilistic rather than a probabilistic analysis. Thus we assume

that if a mistake can be detected (with some probability), then this

will be the case.

As we shall see, the use of our methodology shows that to prove

that Eperio’s checks are sound, additional assumptions (or alter-

natively additional checks) are required. We shall provide such

assumptions, which can be easily fulfilled. That weaknesses for this

protocol exist, despite the proofs in [22], underscores the impor-

tance of formalizing and analyzing table protocols before conducting
a probabilistic analysis.

4.3.2 Modeling the Verification Steps. There are three verification
steps in Phase 3 in Eperio. We explain each step, formulate the

corresponding properties ψi , and afterwards analyze how they

relate to ϕ. In addition to these steps, the voting protocol limits

what the voting authority can do. The general shape of the tables

published by the authority is fixed and will be verified by auditors.

Moreover, columnM is known for every table in Pauth, and there are

tables P,Q ∈ Pauth such that columnU is known in P and column

S is known in Q . The auditors verify that all the known columns of

sorts {U ,M} and {M, S} are equal in all tables and that the known

values in columnU are unique. We represent the verification of all

these properties byψ0 and define

ψ0 :=?{U }
Pauth ∩

⋂
P ∈Pauth

shapeP , ∅.

Verification that votes were recorded as cast. Each ballot contains

a serial number that allows a voter to verify a specific range of

entries in column M . To verify that their votes were recorded as

cast, each voter v ∈ V must check that the marks on her ballot for

her serial numbers are present in the information Pauth revealed by

the authority for the same serial numbers.

ψ1 :=
∧
v ∈V

∧
P ∈Pauth

πU ,M P ∈T

(πU ,MRv ⊆# πU ,MP).

The conjunction of these properties is weaker than the require-

ment that the voters’ combined view is consistent with the pub-

lished tables, which is what Definition 4 requires. In particular,

ψ1 neither implies that all serial numbers are unique nor does it

prevent ballot stuffing. We will return to these points in Section 4.4.

Verification that ballots were printed correctly. Every voter has

the option of keeping a ballot for print auditing. The individual

print-audit checks verify that the voter’s view of a print-audited

ballot matches the information in Pauth published by the author-

ity. Each voter v ∈ V possessing a print-audit ballot checks that

πU ,M ,SσM=−1Rv ⊆# σM=−1P , for all P ∈ Pauth. Since the election

authority commits to the columns before knowing which ballots

are print audited, we will make the assumption that these random

audits force the authority to print correctly (i.e., as observed by the

voters) also the non-print-audited ballots. We denote this property

by ψ
print-audit

and define it as a consistency check of the voters’

combined view of the U and S columns matched against the public

information (seeψ0):

ψ
print-audit

:= ?{U }
{πU ,S (R) | R ∈ Views}

∩ ?{U }
Pauth ∩

⋂
P ∈Pauth

shapeP , ∅.



Verification of the tally. Let t be the announced tally, given as a

table of sort S . Each auditor and interested voter checks that for

all P in Pauth the table t is in the set Ind
qu
P ({πSσM=1}). Thus we

defineψ
tally

as

ψ
tally

:= t ∈
⋂

P ∈Pauth

Ind
qu
P ({πSσM=1}).

4.4 Soundness and Completeness for Eperio
We now consider the relationship betweenψ = ψ0 ∧ψ1 ∧ψtally ∧
ψ
print-audit

and ϕ.

4.4.1 Missing Checks in Eperio. As stated in Section 4.3.2, dupli-

cate serial numbers and stuffed ballots may fail to be detected. We

demonstrate this with a simple example. Let E be the authority’s

voting table and R be the combined view of the voters with the

following values.

E =

U M S

1.1 0 x
1.2 1 y
2.1 0 y
2.2 1 x
3.1 0 y
3.2 1 x

R =

V U M S

a 1.1 0 x
a 1.2 1 y
b 2.1 0 y
b 2.2 1 x
c 1.1 0 x
c 1.2 1 y

Observe that voters a and c have been given the same ballot number

1. Suppose the voting authority publishesPauth andPcon by following

the protocol correctly, thus satisfyingψ0. Suppose each voter knows
only what was written on her ballot and who she voted for, that

is for each voter v ∈ {a,b, c}, Rv = σV=v (R). Then ψ1 is satisfied
since the individual checks of all three voters are consistent with

πU ,MP for P ∈ Pauth, even though voters a and c are both mapped

to the same ballot. Moreover, no voter has voted with ballot 3, yet

a vote for candidate y is recorded. The properties ψ1, ψtally, and
ψ
print-audit

are easily seen to be satisfied.

However,ϕ is not satisfied since?{U }
(Pauth∪{Ra,Rb ,Rc }) = ∅.

This is because Ra ?{U }Rc = ∅, since there is no extension of these

two tables with unique keys 1.1 and 1.2 and different values for

these keys in column V.
Note that even if voter c had not voted (remove voter c’s rows), all

checks would be satisfied, butϕ would still not be. This is because of

the second condition of ϕ, where the voter’s combined view yields

a different tally than what is announced by the authority.

We conclude that the checks in Eperio are insufficient to guaran-

tee that the election is counted as intended. For example, assume

that some dishonest officials at a polling station, colluding with

the authority, want to decrease the votes for targeted candidates. If

they expect two voters to vote for the same candidate (e.g., based

on their backgrounds or party memberships), they can give each

a copy of the same paper ballot. If both voters vote for the same

candidate, all checks succeed, but only one vote is counted.

4.4.2 Soundness of Eperio under additional assumptions. To deter-

mine whether there are further problems, we now assume that all

ballots have unique serial numbers and we call this property

ψunique :=?{U }
{πV ,U R | R ∈ Views} , ∅.

We also assume that no ballot stuffing occurs. Recalling that V =

min?{U }Views, we set

ψ
no-stuffing

:= ∀P ∈ Pauth : #σM=1πMP = #σM=1πMV .

These additional assumptions should be replaced by additional

checks in practice, for example by publicly tracking all used ballot

identifiers to avoid collisions.

To show soundness of the fixed version of Eperio, we now want

to show that

ψ0 ∧ψ1 ∧ψtally ∧ψprint-audit ∧ψunique ∧ψno-stuffing
⇒ ϕ .

Thus, under the assumption that no ballot stuffing occurs and all bal-

lots are printed with unique serial numbers, the Eperio verification

procedure is sound (in the possibilistic setting).

Let P := (?{U }
Pauth) ∩ (∩P ∈PauthshapeP ), which is not empty

byψ0. The checkψprint-audit gives us a table T ∈ T such that

T ∈ (?{U }
{πU ,SR | R ∈ Views}) ∩ P .

Since the columns of sort {U ,M} in P must be consistent with

those in each table in P ∈ Pauth, the checkψ1 implies that∧
P ∈P

(πU ,MRv ⊆# πU ,MP).

In particular, this also holds for T ∈ P so that

T ∈ ?{U }
{πU ,MR | R ∈ Views}.

By Lemma 2 we conclude that

T ∈ ?{U }
{πU ,M ,SR | R ∈ Views}.

ψunique guarantees that min?{U }
{πV ,U R | R ∈ Views} = [Z ]{U }

for some table Z with unique elements of sortU . Since T does not

have a V column, we may extend it horizontally: for the tuples

t in T whose primary key of sort Key is in Z , we set t(V ) to be

the corresponding V value in that table, and by the uniqueness

of U values in Z , this is well defined. For the other tuples t in T ,
we set t(V ) to be any arbitrary value. This gives us a table E ∈

?{U }Views ∩ ?{U }Pauth that has the same number of rows as T
(hence of the tables P ∈ Pauth), so that for all P ∈ Pauth, πsort(P )E

⊥
= P .

Hence

E ∈ C′ =?{U }
(Views) ∩?{U }

(Pauth)

∩
⋂

P ∈Pauth

{T ∈ T | P ⊥
= π

sort(P )T } , ∅.

In particular, since there is at least one table in Pauth that reveals its

columnsM and S ,

∀T ∈ C′, P ∈ Pauth : πM ,S (T )
⊥
= πM ,SP .

Moreover, since by ψ
tally

we have t ∈ Ind
qu
P ({πSσM=1}) for all

P ∈ Pauth, we conclude that t ∈ Ind
qu
T ({πSσM=1}) for allT ∈ C′

so

that

C = C′ ∩ Ind
qu
t ({πSσM=1}) , ∅.

Now consider the second predicate of ϕ. The above implies that

?{U }Views is not empty, so V = min?{U }Views is well defined
and has unique entries of sort U . Given that for all T ∈ C and



P ∈ Pauth we have π{M ,S }T
⊥
= P , the property ψ

no-stuffing
implies

that for all T ∈ C,

#σM=1πMT = #σM=1πMV . (3)

Since C is defined as an extension of the tables in Views, for any
T ∈ C, V ⊆# T . Combining this with (3) we indeed obtain that for

all such T ,

πSσM=1T = πSσM=1V .

4.4.3 Completeness. It is straightforward to show completeness

using contraposition. That is if ψi does not hold, for some i ∈

{0, 1, tally, print-audit, unique, no-stuffing}, then neither does ϕ.
See the Appendix C for the proof.

5 PRIVACY
In this section we will analyze the privacy of table-based verifica-

tion procedures to ensure that no information is leaked from the

published tables Pauth and Pcon. That is, any assignment of votes

to voters should be indistinguishable from any other assignment,

based on the tables Pauth and Pcon.

In the following, we assume that the verification itself is success-

ful. In particular, we assume that:

(i) Each table P ∈ Pauth is a subtable of E. Hence if Q is the set

of queries used for the audits, Pauth = {q(E) | q ∈ Q}.

(ii) ?Key
(E ∪ Views) ∩ Pcon , ∅.

We justify this assumption by noting that a cheating election au-

thority can easily leak information about the voters, so typically

we cannot achieve privacy when the election authority is dis-

honest. Observe that assumptions (i) and (ii) together imply that

?Key
(Pauth ∪ Views) ∩ Pcon , ∅.

Note that our privacy analysis only concerns verification checks,

and not the entire protocol execution. This means that most existing

privacy definitions (see e.g., [6]) are not directly applicable in our

context: they are either defined in terms of a cryptographic game

invoking various algorithms and oracles, or the indistinguishability

of different executions of the entire voting protocol. In contrast,

here we deal with different views on a single table, representing

just the verification checks.

5.1 Defining vote privacy for table checks
We shall now define vote privacy, taking inspiration from symbolic

vote privacy definitions [19], where privacy is defined as the inabil-

ity to distinguish two instances of the protocol where two voters

swap votes. Namely, we say that a verification procedure ensures

voter privacy if any permutation of the voter’s private votes (i.e.,
ballots that are counted, rather than, e.g., print audited) is consistent

with the published data.

Let S̃V be a group that contains all permutations of voters

that have cast a private ballot. For each element д ∈ S̃V there

is a function τ ∈ SV on the tables in Views, denoted τ (Views) :=
{τ (Rv ) | Rv ∈ Views}, that transforms the tables in Views by swap-

ping the votes of voters as specified by д. The formal definition of

SV depends on the voting protocol and the election table, as dis-

cussed below. Given SV , we can define vote privacy for table-based

verification checks.

Definition 5. A verification procedure ensures vote privacy if
given the unique key Key, the public data Pauth and Pcon, and the
voters’ views Views = {Rv | v ∈ V}, then for all τ ∈ SV ,

?Key
(Pauth ∪ τ (Views)) ∩ Pcon , ∅.

To define how a function τ in SV transforms the tables in Views,
it suffices to define how τ transforms a table C ∈ min?Key

(E ∪

Views) ∩ Pcon, given by assumption (ii). By definition of the merge

operator, such a table contains each voter’s view, given by the table

Rv = σV=vC (for any choice of C).
We partition the sort of the voters’ tables into two subsorts: Fixed

and Choice. Fixed contains the column names for data that is fixed

for each voter (e.g. the voter’s identity, her ballot number, etc.).

Typically, Fixed will contain V and be a superset of Key. Choice
contains column names for data that indicates the voters’ choices

(e.g. the chosen candidates) and to ensure the voter’s privacy, this

data must not all be associated with the data in Fixed as this would

reveal the voters’ votes. For a voter v ∈ V , let votev be the query

that returns the voter’s vote. Finally we denote by σpub the query

that selects publicly audited votes, if there are any.

Concretely τ ∈ SV is then a function that permutes the subtables

{votev (C) |v ∈ V}. To define SV it suffices to define how a function

τvv ′ ∈ SV swaps the votes of v and v ′, for any two voters v and

v ′ that have cast a vote. Any permutation of votes is then obtained

by a sequence of vote swaps.

Definition 6. Let T be a table such that sort(T ) = sort(C) and
πVT = πVC . For v,v ′ ∈ πVT , we define τvv ′(T ) to be the table T ′

such that:

(1) For all v ′′ ∈ V \ {v,v ′}: σV=v ′′(T ′) = σV=v ′′(T )
(2) σpub (T

′) = σpub (T )
(3) πFixedT

′ = πFixedT
(4) votev (T ′) = votev ′(T ) and votev ′(T ′) = votev (T )

Conditions (1) and (2) fix all tuples of public ballots and of voters

other than v and v ′. Condition (3) fixes all tuples in T except for

the tuples in column Choice, thus allowing the tuples in Choice
for voters v and v ′ to be permuted. In particular this implies that

τ ∈ SV is defined as a permutation of the tuples of sort Choice in
C . Condition (4) requires that the votes of v and v ′ are swapped.
These four conditions do not uniquely determine the table T ′

in

general. Thus for each pair of voters {v,v ′}, there may be several

table functions that swap their votes. We define SV by requiring

that for any transposition of voters in S̃V that have cast a vote,

there is a τvv ′ ∈ SV satisfying the Conditions (1)–(4) and that the

elements of SV form a group under composition.

Eperio. In Eperio, cast votes are determined by the tuples of sort

{M, S} that have a 0 or a 1 in columnM . Hence

Fixed = {V,U } and Choice = {M, S}.

Similarly, for a voter v ∈ V ,

votev = σM ∈{0,1}πMSσV=v

is the function that returns v’s choice.
Finally print-audited ballots are those marked with −1 so that

σpub = σM=−1.



Following Definition 6, for two voters v and v ′, τvv ′ ∈ SV
transforms the tables in Views by swapping all the tuples of columns

M and S of the subtable σV=v (C) with all those of the subtable

σV=v ′(C) so as to exchange the marked candidates of the two voters.

For example, the following two tables illustrate a vote swap in

Eperio’s protocol.

Example 4.

C =

V U M S

v H .1 1 Alice
v H .2 0 Bob
v H .3 0 Charlie
v ′ N .1 0 Bob
v ′ N .2 1 Charlie
v ′ N .3 0 Alice

, τvv ′(C) =

V U M S

v H .1 1 Charlie
v H .2 0 Bob
v H .3 0 Alice
v ′ N .1 0 Bob
v ′ N .2 1 Alice
v ′ N .3 0 Charlie

.

△

Proving Privacy. To analyze privacy in the sense of Definition 5,

it suffices to determine how the elements of sort Choice may be

permuted while remaining consistent with both the information

Pauth revealed by the authority for auditing purposes and the pub-

licly known constraints Pcon. The information revealed during the

verification procedure is given by the set of queries Q used for the

audits, i.e., Pauth = {q(E) | q ∈ Q}. Hence ensuring that

∀τ ∈ SV : ?Key
(Pauth ∪ τ (Views)) ∩ Pcon , ∅,

corresponds to verifying that the elements of sort Choice can be

permuted as specified by SV without being detected by any of the

queries inQ or excluded by the constraints in Pcon. In terms of indis-

tinguishability sets, any permutation of tuples of sort Choice inC as

specified by any element of SV should be in the indistinguishability

set IndC (Q,Pcon) associated to Q . In particular this means that for

all τ ∈ SV , that τ (C) ∈ ?Key
(Pauth ∪ τ (Views)) ∩ Pcon.

5.2 G-indistinguishability
To support our privacy analysis, we formalize a novel quantitative

privacy notion in terms of indistinguishability sets (Definition 1).

This notion is easily applied to the tableC and the protocol queries

Q used during the audit. It accounts for information that has been re-

vealed and expresses how tables may be permuted while remaining

consistent with this revealed data.

Definition of G-indistinguishability. Let PT (N ) be the set of func-

tions that permute the elements of T ∈ T within each of the

columns in N ⊆ sort(T ). More precisely, PT (N ) is the symmet-

ric group on

⋂
n∈N [πnT ] ∩ [π

sort(T )\N ] ∩ shapeT .

Definition 7. LetQ be a subset of projection and selection queries.

• The elements of sort N of a table T are said to be completely

indistinguishable under the queries in Q if for all p ∈ PT (N )

it holds that p(T ) ∈ IndT (Q, {shapeT }).
• The elements are said to be G-indistinguishable under the

queries in Q for G a subgroup of PT (N ) if ∀ p ∈ G : p(T ) ∈
IndT (Q, {shapeT }).

Example 5. Consider the table Y in Example 2.(1) and the set of

queries Q = {π{U ,M }, π{M ,S }}. None of Y ’s subsorts have com-

pletely indistinguishable elements under the set of queries Q , by

Definition 7. However, the elements of sort {U } areG-indistinguish-
able for the groupG (of order 2) generated by the transposition that

swaps the top H .1 with N .1 in columnU of Y . △

Relationship to privacy. Observe that we have defined SV as a

subgroup of PC (Choice), for a fixedC ∈ min?Key
(E∪Views)∩Pcon.

The next theorem gives a criterion for the vote privacy (Definition 5)

of a verification procedure based on SV -indistinguishability.

Theorem 1. Suppose that Pauth = {q(E) | q ∈ Q} and (?Key
(E∪

Views) ∩ Pcon) , ∅. Then a protocol’s verification procedure guar-
antees vote privacy as in Definition 5 provided that for any C ∈

min(?Key
(E ∪ Views) ∩ Pcon) the tuples of sort Choice ofC are SV -

indistinguishable under the queries in Q and that τ (C) ∈ Pcon for all
τ ∈ SV .

Fix an arbitrary C ∈ min(?Key
(E ∪ Views) ∩ Pcon). Clearly if

the tuples of sort Choice of C are G-indistinguishable under the

queries in Q for a group G that contains SV as a subgroup, then

these tuples are also SV -indistinguishable under the queries in Q .
Hence to prove that a protocol ensures vote privacy, we apply the

following steps:

(1) Consider the group SV described in Definition 6.

(2) Compute the group G for which tuples of sort Choice of C
are G-indistinguishable under the query set Q .

(3) Verify that SV is indeed a subgroup of G.

(4) Verify that for any C ∈ min(?Key
(E ∪ Views) ∩ Pcon) then

τ (C) ∈ Pcon for all τ ∈ SV .

We now apply these steps to the Eperio protocol. First, as de-

scribed in Section 5.1, the group SV is generated by the transposi-

tions {τvv ′ | v,v ′ ∈ V}. A transposition τvv ′ swaps all the tuples
of columnsM and S belonging to a non-public vote of the subtable

σV=v (C) with all those of the subtable σV=v ′(C), exchanging the
votes of v and v ′. In particular τvv ′ swaps the candidate marked by

v and the one marked by v ′. As a second step, the following lemma

gives us the group for which elements of sort Choice = {M, S} are
indistinguishable.

Lemma 3. In Eperio, the elements of sort Choice = {M, S} inC are
G0,1-indistinguishable under the query set Q = {πU , πU ,M ,σM=−1,
πM ,S }, whereG0,1 is the product of two groups that permute tuples
of sort {M, S}. The first group arbitrarily permutes elements of sort
{M, S} that belong to a tuple whose value of sortM is 0, the second
group those whose value of sortM is 1.

Recall that during the Eperio verification procedure analyzed in

Section 4.3, the auditors receive table data that amounts exactly to

the queries in the set Q specified in Lemma 3.

Observe that the group G0,1 contains permutations of elements

that may result in invalid ballots. For example, consider the ta-

ble V from Example 4. The element д ∈ G0,1 that only swaps

⟨M : 1, S : Alice⟩with ⟨M : 1, S : Charlie⟩ yields a table where voter
v has a candidate list that contains Alice twice, and v ′ a list con-
taining Charlie twice. However, for the third step, if we require

that all voters make the same number of marks (we will return to

this later) it is clear that G0,1 does contain SV as a subgroup.



As a fourth step, recall that

Pcon := Ind
qu
t (πSσM=1) ∩

⋂
P ∈Pauth

{T ∈ T⊥ | P ⊥
= π

sort(P )T }.

For any τ ∈ SV , for any table C ∈ Pcon, πsσM=1(τ (C)) = πsσM=1C

as τ only permutes marked candidates. Similarly πU ,S (τ (C)) =

πU ,SC and by definition πU ,M (τ (C)) = πU ,MC . Hence τ (C) ∈ Pcon
for all τ ∈ SV . By Theorem 1, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 1. The modified Eperio verification procedure ensures
vote privacy according to Definition 5.

Even when a protocol fails to guarantee vote privacy,G-indistin-
guishability for a group G that does not contain SV still provides

useful information. The group structure indicates where and to

what extent privacy is preserved. We will compare this notion with

other database privacy notions, such as k-anonymity, in Section 8.3.

Example 6. While not specified in [22], it is implicitly assumed

that all voters mark the same number of candidates. In the case

where the number of marks may differ, privacy is breached. For

example, the following two tables show the action of τvv ′ on C for

two voters v and v ′, where v has marked two candidates.

C =

V U M S

v H .1 1 Alice
v H .2 0 Bob
v H .3 1 Charlie
v ′ N .1 0 Bob
v ′ N .2 1 Charlie
v ′ N .3 0 Alice

, τvv ′(C) =

V U M S

v H .1 0 Alice
v H .2 0 Bob
v H .3 1 Charlie
v ′ N .1 0 Bob
v ′ N .2 1 Charlie
v ′ N .3 1 Alice

.

In this case, the group G0,1 computed in Lemma 3 does not
contain SV as a subgroup. Indeed, the element τvv ′ illustrated in

the tables swaps, among others, the marked tuple ⟨M : 1, S : Alice⟩
with an unmarked tuple ⟨M : 0, S : Alice⟩.

When elements of SV do not belong to G0,1, these elements

provide information on how vote privacy is breached. In this simple

example, the swap of ⟨M : 1, S : Alice⟩ with ⟨M : 0, S : Alice⟩ does
not belong to G0,1. This shows that given the columns of sort

{U ,M} and the final tally containing one vote for Charlie and two

for Alice, one can indeed infer the vote ⟨M : 1, S : Alice⟩ made by

voter v . △

6 SCANTEGRITY
In this section we illustrate our methodology on Scantegrity [12]

with similar results. Like Eperio, Scantegrity uses table permuta-

tions to enable end-to-end verifiability while preserving privacy.

Scantegrity ballots are identified by unique serial numbers. As in

Eperio, each ballot contains a list of candidates and a markable re-

gion (e.g. a bubble) for each candidate. Furthermore each candidate

is associated to a code letter, in a random order for each ballot. To

vote, voters mark a bubble and keep a receipt that consists of a serial

number and the letter code corresponding to the chosen candidate,

see Figure 4. We therefore model the voter’s view as a table of sort

{V, ID, L,M, S}. Column V contains the voter’s identity and column

ID specifies the ballot serial number. Column L contains the letters

associated to each markable region. Finally, elements in column

M indicate whether a region has been marked or not and those in

column S specify the candidate corresponding to the region.

Figure 4: Scantegrity’s ballot with receipt, from [12]

As in Eperio, the verification procedure is conducted on a table

containing all scanned ballots. We hence model the authority’s

knowledge of the election as a table E, which contains all Scant-

egrity serial numbers, of sort {ID, L,M, S}. A ballot may correspond

to multiple rows, with the same serial number, so the unique identi-

fier is the sort Key = {ID, L}. Observe that if we consider this pair
as a unique column (i.e., we name U = {ID, L}), then we obtain

exactly the same table sort as in Eperio.

Election procedure. Before the election (the column M is still

empty), the election authority EA generates a so-called switchboard,
which is a collection of circuits that link the markable regions on

the ballots to their corresponding candidate names in permuted

order. In particular the switchboard contains a link for each row

of columns {ID, L,M} to the corresponding candidate name in a

permuted copy of columns {M, S}. The link between the code letter

and the result has an intermediate permutation of columnM that

is used for auditing, see Figure 5.

Figure 5: The switchboard after votes are cast, from [12]

The EA commits to the ballots it has generated and to the connec-

tions on the switchboard. Auditors then randomly choose half the

ballots to be revealed and use these revealed ballots to check the as-

sociations on the switchboard. In particular, auditors check that the

serial number and code-letter pair is linked to the correct candidate

for each print-audited ballot. These ballots are later destroyed.

After votes are cast, columnM is completed and the marks are

sent through the switchboard. The voters then perform another

audit. They challenge the EA to open one half of the switchboard

(i.e. the link between code letters and marks) or the other (the link

between marks and candidates).

We model this by having the EA publish either a table PL that

reveals the links between ballot serial numbers, code letters, and

marks (hence a table of sort {ID, L,M, S} with unknown values for

the S column) or a table PS that reveals the association between

marks and candidates (hence a table of sort {ID, L,M, S} with un-

known values for the {ID, L} tuples). Since the authority does not



know a priori which side will be chosen, we model Pauth = {PL, PS }.
The authors of [12] mention that to increase the audit’s statistical

certainty, multiple copies of the switchboard (each with randomly

permuted links) may be used, giving rise to a set Pauth with multi-

ple permuted copies of PL and PS . Observe that this corresponds
exactly to the tables in Pauth in our model of Eperio.

Similarly, the tally function is tal := σM=markedπS . Let t be the
announced tally. The publicly known contraints are given by

Pcon := Ind
qu
t (πSσM=marked) ∩

⋂
P ∈Pauth

{T ∈ T⊥ | P ⊥
= π

sort(P )T }.

Moreover, it is straightforward to see that the verification checks

are analogous to those carried out in Eperio. Indeed the first audit,

which checks the associations on the switchboard before marks are

recorded, corresponds to the verification check

ψ
print-audit

:=?{ID ,L }
{πID ,L,SR | R ∈ Views}

∩?{ID ,L }
Pauth ∩

⋂
P ∈Pauth shapeP , ∅.

The verification check that reveals the left part of the switchboard

verifies that the voters’ receipts are correctly recorded. This corre-

sponds to the check

ψ1 :=
∧
v ∈V

(πID ,L,MRv ⊆# PL).

Revealing the right hand side of the switchboard ensures that marks

are associated to the correct candidate, i.e. the data on the switch-

board matches the announced tally. This corresponds to the check

ψ
tally

:= t ∈
⋂

P ∈Pauth

Ind
qu
P ({πSσM=marked}).

The analysis of soundness and completeness of the verification

procedure is hence analogous to Eperio, which implies that Scant-

egrity has the same weaknesses as Eperio. In particular, Scantegrity

neither prevents ballot-stuffing nor does it ensure that each voter

receives a distinct ballot serial number.

As in Eperio, Scantegrity’s verification procedure becomes sound

and complete with the additional checks ψunique and ψ
no-stuffing

from Section 4.4. Furthermore the privacy analysis conducted in

Section 5.2 for Eperio is also valid for Scantegrity. Again Choice =
{M, S} and for each voter v ∈ V , her vote is given by σV=vπM ,SV .

So the action of an element τ ∈ SV is given by swapping the

tuples of sort {M, S} of one voters’ table with the tuples of sort

{M, S} of another voter’s table. Analogously to what is shown in

Section 5.2, the elements of sort Choice = {M, S} of ballots inC are

G0,1-indistinguishable under the query set Q = {πID ,L,M , πM ,S }

and constraints Pcon for the same groupG0,1 that swaps elements

that belong to marked and unmarked tuples respectively. This im-

plies that Scantegrity’s verification procedure guarantees vote pri-

vacy provided that all voters make the same number of marks.

This example illustrates the applicability of our approach to

table-based voting protocols where the verification steps are not

conducted directly on tables but instead using other means that

can be modeled with tables.

7 RANDOM SAMPLE ELECTIONS
In Section E of the appendix, we present our analysis of the random

sample election protocol proposed byDavid Chaum [9]. In a random

sample election only a small percentage of the electorate, chosen

at random, is selected to vote. Chaum describes his protocol using

a table format that can be seen as an extended variant of Eperio

with a number of twists. In particular, there is a different ballot

verification technique and so-called decoy votes are used to counter

some forms of voter coercion. Decoy ballots are later ignored in the

final tally, and can thus be freely given to attackers trying to buy

votes. Unlike Eperio and Scantegrity, the verification procedure

ensures that each voter receives a distinct ballot number and avoids

ballot-stuffing.

As with the previous protocols, this case study illustrates how

our methodology provides a systematic approach to analyzing table-

based voting protocols. Moreover, its use also reveals weaknesses

in the protocol. Namely, the protocol checks do not detect if decoy

and non-decoy ballot are interchanged, which can be exploited by

a dishonest authority to remove ballots from the tally.

8 RELATEDWORK
8.1 Relational database theory
Our tables and operators differ in three ways from standard rela-

tional database theory [1]. First, our tables are multisets of tuples

rather than sets of tuples. Second, our unknown value (⊥) differs

from the standard NULL value. Third, our main object of study are

table properties (sets of tables) rather than the individual tables.

The standard definition of NULL [25] stems from Codd’s un-

known value ‘@’ [14] and his extension [15] of his relational data

model [13]. This treatment of unknown values does not always lead

to satisfactory results and many alternatives have been proposed.

We refer to [33] for a survey. Our approach to unknown values

differs from previous approaches in that it is tailored to a different

and narrow purpose, i.e., the combination of data in order to de-

tect conflicting information and measure the indistinguishability

of possible combinations. Our merge operator ? is a variant of a

full outer join database operator that (1) is defined on multisets of

tuples, (2) enables comparing unknown and known values using the

unknown value ⊥, and (3) returns a set of all tables that combine

the information present in the operands. In contrast, a full outer

join operator is defined on relations and returns a single table.

8.2 Verifiability definitions
In our work, the global integrity propertyϕ specifies the correctness

of the election’s outcome. Numerous other definitions have been

proposed in the literature; see [17] for an overview. Our definition

(Definition 4) compares to the guidelines from [17] as follows.

The qualitative goal from [17] essentially requires that ϕ holds

for an execution if and only if there is a multiset of valid choices

C such that the tallied result of C equals the announced result, and

C (compared to the voter’s intentions) consists of actual choices

of honest voters that successfully performed their checks plus

a subset of actual choices of honest voters that did not perform

their check (successfully) and at most a fixed number of additional

choices. Our definition of verifiability follows the same ideas, but

differs in some details. First, we focus on tables, not on executions.

Although this difference makes a precise comparison difficult, it is

not a fundamental limitation of our approach as execution data can

be cast into tables. Second, we explicitly account for inconsistent



views inside the tables, whereas [17] implicitly assumes that there

is at least a consistent global view of the protocol execution (which

however might include contradicting events emitted by different

or dishonest parties). Finally, our definition does not account

for dishonest voters, as we do not know a priori which data in

the tables originates from honest participants, like in the real

world. Handling this would require a dispute resolution procedure

deciding which data can or must be ignored during the verification

process, which is outside the scope of our work.

8.3 Privacy definitions
Measuring privacy when information in tables is revealed is a

general problem, relevant in many domains. For example, for data

sets from clinical studies, genomics, and social networks, one

would like to release person-specific data for research, without

compromising the data subjects’ privacy. Researchers have

observed that removing personally identifying information from

such data sets is insufficient as relinkage is possible using publicly

available outside information [23, 28, 29].

In these domains, the privacy problem differs from that in voting.

In such data sets, all entries are revealed and personal identifying

information is removed. In contrast, table-based voting protocols

typically deal with tables containing personally identifying informa-

tion (e.g., voters’ identities), where not all entries are simultaneously

revealed. In the former case, the privacy issue is to relink the table

entries to specific individuals using external information, in the

latter we are concerned with linking the personally identifying

information present in the table to the other entries inside the table.
Hence a notion likeG-indistinguishability is well suited for voting

protocols as it analyzes linkages inside the table.

One can map other privacy notions onto G-indistinguishability
by adding extra columns to the original table to represent the exter-

nal information within the extended dataset. Consider, for example,

k-anonymity [32], which measures privacy by a parameter k , and
states that any quasi-identifier (a collection of attributes that can

serve to identify individuals from external information) must be

present in at least k rows. Given a tableT , if we add an extra column

with uniquely identifying keys (representing the external informa-

tion that could uniquely identify each row), k-anonymity for the

tableT constitutes a special case ofG-indistinguishability under the
query revealing the quasi-identifiers and the added column with

the uniquely identifying keys, for a group G that is the product of

independent symmetric groups, each of size at least k .
Note that much of the thrust in privacy metrics and in other

approaches such as l-diversity [27], t-closeness and differential

privacy [20], is on the mechanism side: how to transform data by

generalization or transformations like adding noise. Such privacy

notions and mechanisms are inappropriate in a voting context

where, in particular, themodification of sensitive data would change

the election results.

9 CONCLUSION
Table-based procedures, with their simple checks, hold the promise

of increasing the electorate’s trust and acceptance of e-voting. How-

ever, despite this apparent simplicity, an analysis methodology has

been lacking, with the consequence that existing proposals suffer

from weaknesses and missing assumptions. Our results fill this gap.

As followup work, we intend to build proof support for our

methodology within a higher-order logic theorem prover. This

would entail defining our operators and deriving their properties.

The result would enable machine-supported correctness proofs,

following the steps laid out in our methodology. Interesting too,

would be to use our methodology to support the design of new table-

based protocols, e.g., exploring different ways of decomposing a

global integrity propertyϕ into individual checks. Finally, extending

our privacy definitions to receipt-freeness is another practically

relevant direction for future work.
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A PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
The following lemma summarizes properties of [T ] and [T ]N , which

we will use later.

Lemma A.1. Let S,T ∈ T⊥ be tables and N an arbitrary sort. Then
(1) If T ∈ T then T ∈ [T ].
(2) If T ∈ [S] then [T ] ⊆ [S].
(3) [T ]N ⊆ [T ]
(4) If [T ] ⊆ [S], then [T ]N ⊆ [S]N .
(5) If T ∈ T and S ⊆#

⊥ T then [T ] ⊆ [S].
(6) If ∀T ′ ∈ T : T ′ ⊥

= T ⇒ S ⊆#

⊥ T ′ then [T ] ⊆ [S].
(7) If S = πN (T ) then [T ] ⊆ [S].

Proof. Properties (1) – (4) and (7) follow immediately from their

definitions. It remains to show (5) and (6).

(5) Let S ′ ∈ T such that S ′ ⊥
= S and S ′ ⊆# T . Then T ∈ [S ′] ⊆

[S], thus [T ] ⊆ [S] by property (2).

(6) LetT ′′ ∈ [T ]. By definition,T ⊆#

⊥ π
sort(T )(T

′′). Thus, there is

T ′ ∈ T such that T ′ ⊥
= T and T ′ ⊆# π

sort(T )(T
′′). Therefore

T ′′ ∈ [T ′]. It follows that

[T ] ⊆
⋃
T ′∈T

T ′ ⊥
=T

[T ′].

Suppose that ∀T ′ ∈ T : T ′ ⊥
= T ⇒ S ⊆#

⊥ T ′
. Then

[T ] ⊆
⋃
T ′∈T

T ′ ⊥
=T

[T ′] ⊆ [S],

where the second inclusion follows from Property (5). Thus

[T ] ⊆ [S]. □

The following lemma follows immediately from Definition 1.

Lemma A.2. Let Q1,Q2 be sets of queries and B a set of properties.
Then

IndT (Q1 ∪Q2,B) = IndT (Q1,B) ∩ IndT (Q2,B).

B PROOFS FOR SECTION 3
Lemma 1. Let T1, . . . ,Tk ∈ T , and Key , ∅ be a set of column

names such that Key is a subsort of each of these tables. Then there
exists a table Z ∈ T⊥ such that ?Key

{T1, . . . ,Tk } = [Z ]Key.

Proof. We give an explicit construction of such a table Z . For
readability of formulae let N = Key. If k = 1, the statement is

trivial as by definition ?N
{T } = [T ]N . We may hence assume

k > 1. Observe that?N
is an associative and commutative operator.

Therefore it suffices to prove the hypothesis for two known tables

T1 and T2. The lemma then follows by induction.

We consider two cases. The first case is that T1 ?N T2 = ∅. Let

Z = Z0 ∈ T be a table of sort N that contains a tuple of multiplicity

2. Then [Z0]
N = ∅.

In the second case,T1?N T2 , ∅ (∗). We construct a table Z such

that [Z ]N = T1 ?N T2, by matching common subtuples of T1 and
T2, then horizontally extending T1 and T2 to include each other’s

missing columns, and filling up missing entries with the unknown

value ⊥.

Let M = sort(T1) ∩ sort(T2) and note that N ⊆ M , since

N ⊆ sort(T1) and N ⊆ sort(T2) by hypothesis. By (∗) the multi-

plicity of each tuple in πM (T1) and πM (T2) is 1. Thus, for ZM =
set(πM (T1))∪set(πM (T2))we have πN (ZM ) = set(πN (ZM )). Hence,

for each i ∈ {1, 2}, the function fi : set(Ti ) → set(ZM ), such that

fi (z) = πM (z), is an injective function. Let д1 be a function from

set(ZM ) to the set of tuples of the sort sort(T1) \ sort(T2) defined by
д1(z) = π

sort(T1)\sort(T2) f
−1
1

(z) if the pre-image exists, and the tu-

ple of unknown values otherwise. We define д2(z) analogously. Let
Z = {д1(z) ·z ·д2(z) | z ∈ ZM }, where · denotes tuple concatenation.

It remains to show that [T1]
N ∩ [T2]

N = [Z ]N . Let i ∈ {1, 2}.

By the construction of Z , ∀Z ′ ∈ T : Z ′ ⊥
= π

sort(Ti )(Z ) ⇒ Ti ⊆
# Z ′

.

By Lemma A.1 (6) and (7), [Z ] ⊆ [π
sort(Ti )(Z )] ⊆ [Ti ]. Thus [Z ] ⊆

[T1] ∩ [T2]. By Lemma A.1 (4), [Z ]N ⊆ [T1]
N ∩ [T2]

N
. Conversely,

let T ∈ [T1]
N ∩ [T2]

N
. Then ZM ⊆# πM (T ). Let TM be the table of

tuples inT that horizontally extend a tuple in ZM . Since each tuple

of sort N is unique in T , it follows that πM (Z ) = ZM = πM (TM ).

By the construction of Z , Z ⊥
= π

sort(Z )(T ). Thus T ∈ [Z ]. □

C PROOFS FOR SECTION 4
Lemma 2. Let R ⊆ T be a set of tables, defining a property, and

{S0, S1, S2, ..., Sk } a subsort of sort(R) for all R ∈ R. Let T ∈ T be a
table such that T ∈ ?{S0 }{πS0,SiR | R ∈ R} for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}.
Then

T ∈ ?{S0 }{πS0,S1, ..,SkR | R ∈ R}.

Proof. Let t = ⟨S0 : s0, S1 : s1, ..., Sk : sk ⟩ be a tuple in

πS0,S1, ..,SkR for some table R ∈ R. We need to show it is also a tu-

ple of T . By hypothesis, for each i , the subtuple ti = ⟨S0 : s0, Si : si ⟩
is a tuple of πS0,SiT . However, since there is at most one tuple t ′ in
T with t ′(S0) = s0, then ti = πS0,Si t

′
for each i , so t ′ = t is indeed

a tuple of T . □

Theorem C.1. The Eperio verification procedure under the addi-
tional assumptions of Section 4.4.2 is complete: Ifψi does not hold, for
some i ∈ {0, 1, tally, print-audit, unique, no-stuffing}, then neither
does ϕ.

Proof. (1) The checkψ0 states that

?{U }
Pauth ∩

⋂
P ∈Pauth

shapeP , ∅.

Since C is a subset of this set, ¬ψ0 implies C = ∅.

(2) If the check ψ1 does not hold, then there is a voter w ∈ V

and a table P ∈ Pauth with πU ,MP ∈ T such that

πU ,MRw ̸⊆# πU ,MP .

Let ⟨U : uw ,M : mw ⟩ ∈ Rw be the tuple that is not in P .
Suppose uw does not appear in πU ,MP , then any table in

?{U }
(Pauth∪Views)must contain all the unique serial num-

bers in P and an extra row containing uw . Any such table

does not have the shape of P , so Pcon would not be satisfied

and C would be empty.

Now supposeuw appears in πU ,MP butmw does not. Then it

is not possible to merge tuple ⟨U : uw ,M : mw ⟩ ∈ Rw with a

different tuple ⟨U : uw ,M : mp ⟩ ∈ πU ,MP while maintaining

uniqueU values; hence C would again be empty.



(3) Ifψ
tally

does not hold, then for some P , t < Ind
qu
P ({πSσM=1}).

Clearly any table that extends such P ∈ Pauth does not belong

to Ind
qu
t ({πSσM=1}), hence not to Pcon, and again C = ∅.

(4) By definition ¬ψ
print-audit

states that

?{U }
(Pauth ∪ {πU ,SR | R ∈ Views})

⋂
P ∈Pauth

shapeP = ∅.

In this case C is empty too as it is a subset of the empty set

described above.

(5) Suppose ψunique does not hold. Then ?Key
{πV ,U R | R ∈

Views} = ∅ and hence clearly also ?KeyViews is empty.

Again this implies C is empty as it is a subset of the former.

(6) Suppose the ψ
no-stuffing

is not satisfied. Then the number

of marks in V is different than that of one of the tables

in Pauth, say P . If C is not empty, this implies that for any

table T ∈ C, T must have the same number of marks as P
(since T both extends P and is of its same shape). Hence

πSσM=1T , πSσM=1V simply because they are of different

shape, so the second predicate of ϕ does not hold. Otherwise

C is empty and ϕ does not hold either.

□

D PROOFS FOR SECTION 5
Theorem 1. Suppose that Pauth = {q(E) | q ∈ Q} and (?Key

(E∪

Views) ∩ Pcon) , ∅. Then a protocol’s verification procedure guar-
antees vote privacy as in Definition 5 provided that for any C ∈

min(?Key
(E ∪ Views) ∩ Pcon) the tuples of sort Choice ofC are SV -

indistinguishable under the queries in Q and that τ (C) ∈ Pcon for all
τ ∈ SV .

Proof. Fix a C ∈ min?Key
(E ∪ Views) and a τ ∈ SV . By

definition of τ ’s operation on Views, τ (C) ∈ [τ (Rv )] for all Rv ∈

Views. By definition of the merge operator, C ∈ [E] and hence

C ∈ [q(E)] for all q ∈ Q . By definition of SV -indistinguishability,

for all q ∈ Q : q(τ (C)) = q(C). We thus obtain that τ (C) ∈ [q(E)] for
all q ∈ Q . Using that Pauth = {q(E) | q ∈ Q} gives

τ (C) ∈ ?Key
(Pauth ∪ τ (Views)).

Since by hypothesis all permutations of votes satisfy the constraints

in Pcon, we also have τ (C) ∈ Pcon and therefore

?Key
(Pauth ∪ τ (Views)) ∩ Pcon , ∅.

□

Lemma 3. In Eperio, the elements of sort Choice = {M, S} inC are
G0,1-indistinguishable under the query set Q = {πU , πU ,M ,σM=−1,
πM ,S }, whereG0,1 is the product of two groups that permute tuples
of sort {M, S}. The first group arbitrarily permutes elements of sort
{M, S} that belong to a tuple whose value of sortM is 0, the second
group those whose value of sortM is 1.

Proof. To compute the group under which Choice = {M, S}
elements are indistinguishable, we must analyze the indistinguish-

ability set IndC (Q, {shapeC }). We can achieve this by computing

the sets Hi = IndC ({qi }, {shapeC }) for qi ∈ Q and the groups Gi
under which the elements of columns {M, S} are indistinguishable
in Hi . We then apply Lemma D.1.

(1) H0 = IndC ({πU }, {shapeC }) contains all tables with the

same number of rows as C in which all t ∈ πU (C) occur
exactly once. Hence G0 = PC ({M, S}), since the columnsM
and S are not observed.

(2) H1 = IndC ({πU ,M }, {shapeC }) contains all tables with tu-

ples of sort {U ,M} that are equal to those ofC . SinceU values

are unique, this consists of all tables where theM value as-

sociated to each U value does not change. G1 is hence the

product of three subgroups J1, J0, and J−1 of PC ({M, S}) that
permute the tuples of sort {M, S} that contain 1, 0, and −1,

respectively, in columnM .

(3) H2 = IndC ({σM=−1(C)}, {shapeC }) contains all tables that

are the disjoint union of the multiset σM=−1(C) and a multi-

set of tuples of sort sort(C) whose subtuples of sort {M} do

not contain −1. Hence G2 is the permutation group of ele-

ments in columnsM and S that are not part of a print-audited
ballot.

(4) H3 = IndC ({πM ,S }, {shapeC }) contains all tables that con-

tain the same columns of sort {M, S} as C . Since tables are
row-wise unordered, G3 = PC ({M, S}).

By Lemma D.1, the elements in column S areG0,1-indistinguishable,

where G0,1 is the product of the groups J1 and J0. This is because
G0,1 is a subgroup of each of the groups G0, G1, G2 and G3. □

LemmaD.1. LetG1 andG2 be subgroups of PT (N ) forN ⊆ sort(T ).
If the entries of a table T areG1-indistinguishable under the queries
Q1 and G2-indistinguishable under the queries Q2, then the entries
are G1 ∩G2-indistinguishable under the queries Q1 ∪Q2.

Proof. Let д ∈ G1 ∩G2. Then д(T ) ∈ IndT (Q1, {shapeT }) and
д(T ) ∈ IndT (Q2, {shapeT }). Thus by Lemma A.2, д(T ) ∈ IndT (Q1 ∪

Q2, {shapeT }). □

E RANDOM SAMPLE ELECTIONS
David Chaum proposed random sample elections [9] as a way

to run elections where only a small percentage of the electorate,

chosen at random, are selected to vote. The list of all registered

voters is public and is referred to by Chaum as the voter roster. He
formulated the protocol in a table format, and it can be seen as an

extended variant of Eperio that supports decoy votes to counter

some forms of coercion. As with Eperio, this case study illustrates

how our methodology provides a systematic approach to analyzing

table-based voting protocols.

E.1 Election procedure
The election and verification procedure revolves around a series of

encrypted permutations of a 2u × 8 table E, where u denotes the

pre-determined total number of ballots. To prevent vote buying, the

protocol dictates that a fixed number of these ballots, called decoy
ballots, are ignored in the final tally, and can thus freely be given

to attackers trying to buy votes. Voters and auditors should not be

able to prove which ballots are decoys. Randomly chosen voters

receive two (non-decoy) ballots, which should each be labeled with

unique serial numbers, one used for voting, the other for print

auditing. Voters may also ask for a decoy ballot. Each column of

each permutation of the table is encrypted with a different unique



secret key. The authority later reveals some of these keys for some

subset of permutations for the audit, as in Eperio.

The election process consists of nine steps, decomposed into

four phases. The steps are illustrated in Figure 6.

Phase 1 Prior to the election (steps 1 - 3 in Figure 6):
The encryption (each column with a distinct unique secret key)

of 5x row-permutations of columns 1, 3, 5, and 6 of the table E,

are generated and published (Step 1), where x is a fixed parameter.

Columns 1 and 3 indicate ballot serial numbers and their respective

candidate/vote (for example YES or NO). Columns 5 and 6 indicate

which of these ballots are decoy and the rows corresponding to real

ballots contain random numbers whose sum is used to determine

the voter to whom the ballot will be sent. The sum of these numbers

must be the same for each copy of E, but the summands themselves

differ for each different permutation.

A public random draw, i.e., a draw from a public source of ran-

domness, is then executed (Step 2) and the result is published (unen-

crypted) as table D, which is a u × 2 table that links ballot numbers

to a random summand used to select voters. The sum of this number

and the elements of columns 5 and 6 corresponding to the same

ballot row, determine the position of a voter in the voter roster.

The fact that the random draw is public and that commitments of

columns 5 and 6 are published before the draw (hence cannot be

modified) ensures that the selected sample of voters is truly random.

Columns 7 and 8 are then completed by the authority by copying

the values of columns 5 and 6 in the case of non-decoy votes, and in

the case of decoy votes by computing the number such that its sum

with the corresponding row in D corresponds to the position of a

voter who requested the decoy vote. Finally encryptions of the 5x
row-permutations (using the same permutations as for the previous

columns) of these columns are also published, and the ballots are

printed and mailed to the voters (Step 3).

Phase 2 During the election (Step 4):
Each voter in the sample receives two ballots, each identified by a

unique serial number. He chooses one of them to vote, and audits

the second one (Step 4 in Figure 6). Ballots associate vote options to

vote codes. To vote, each voter publishes the ballot’s serial number

together with the vote code on a public platform (called the bulletin

board BB). To audit a ballot, he publishes the serial number of the

ballot together with both vote codes and their associated vote on

the bulletin board.

Phase 3 After the election, prior to the audit (Step 5):
Encryptions of columns 2 and 4 and their 5x permutations are

generated from the bulletin board and published (Step 5). These

columns indicate which votes are print audited and for the non-

audited ones, they indicate the voters’ choices.

Phase 4 Audit (Steps 6 - 9):
The auditors perform a cut & choose game over the 5x permutations

of the table E published in Phases 1 and 3, also using the bulletin

board and the random draw. The 5x encrypted tables are randomly

split into five batches (each of x tables) using the public random

draw that is executed in Step 6. As indicated in the bottom of

Figure 6, for all tables in the first batch the columns 1, 2, and 4 are

revealed, for the second batch columns 2 and 3 are revealed, for the

third batch columns 3, 4, 5, and 7, for the fourth batch columns 3, 4,

6, and 8, and finally for the fifth batch columns 1, 7, and 8. We will

detail the verification steps (Steps 7 to 9) in the following section.

In his paper, Chaum informally describes the properties his pro-

tocol achieves: votes are counted as intended and kept private. How-

ever, no proofs are given. We illustrate next how our methodology

again leads to clear and rigorous analysis of correctness and privacy.

E.2 Model and verification procedure
As with Eperio, we analyze the soundness of the verification of the

integrity property ϕ. However, we abstract slightly the handling

of the summands in the last columns of the table. Namely, we

model Chaum’s 8 column table using a 6 column table E of sort

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5,V}:
• The first four columns match Chaum’s table columns.

• Columns 5 and 6 of Chaum’s table are only used in the

protocol to distinguish decoy votes from non-decoy ones and

to ensure the randomness of the voter selection. To maintain

the anonymity of non-decoy ballots, these two columns are

never revealed at the same time. Since the random summands

for non-decoy ballots can be any number and can be different

in different copies of the table, the only information obtained

by revealing only one of the columns 5 or 6 is whether ballots

are decoy or not. In our model, we model this by merging

columns 5 and 6 in a unique column of sort5, whose elements

are either the value “decoy” as indicated in the protocol or

the value “non-decoy”, instead of a random summand.

• For the same reasons as for columns 5 and 6, and since the

sums of columns 7 and 8 are not directly linked to decoy or

non-decoy ballots, we merge columns 7 and 8, to a unique

column of sort V containing the numbers of voters as indi-

cated by D. This still allows auditors to check that ballots

have been sent to the voter chosen in the public draw D.

Since the values in columns 5 and 6 can be chosen arbitrarily by the

election authority, the only source of randomness for the selection

of voters comes from the public draw D. In our modeling of D, we

will again abstract away the summands and model the table D ∈ T

as a 2u × 2 table of sort {1,V} where for each row corresponding to

a ballot serial number, V directly contains the number of the voter

linked to the ballot (instead of a random summand). We also assume

that the elements in V corresponding to a real ballot are indeed

random, but note that this is only important for the randomness of

the sample, not for the correctness of the result.

Finally we represent the bulletin board BB ∈ T⊥ as a 2u × 4 table of

sort {1, 2, 3, 4}, where we have unknown values in column 3 for

votes that are not print audited.

The permutations of the table E are grouped in 5 batches of x tables

each, and we denote each batch by P (k ) = {P
(k)
1
, ..., P

(k )
x } ∈ T⊥

for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. Each batch has unknown values for the encrypted

values, and known values in the columns whose secret key has

been revealed, as described in Phase 4. In particular, the fifth batch

will have known values for columns 1 and V. As the table D is

public and unencrypted, revealing column V in the batch where in

Chaum’s table both column 7 and 8 are revealed, correctly repre-

sents Chaum’s protocol.

We denote the union of all these batches and the publicly available



Figure 6: Random Sample Elections, from [9]



information by

Pbatches ={P
(1)

1
, ..., P

(1)
x , P

(2)

1
, ..., P

(2)
x , ..., P

(5)
x },

Pauth ={D,BB} ∪ Pbatches.

The outcome function is given by tal := π3σ4=votedσ5=non-decoy
and may hence be computed from the third or fourth batch. Let

shapeP =
⋂
P ∈Pbatches {shapeP }. If t indicates the outputted tally,

we have

Pcon = Ind
qu
t ({tal}) ∩ shapeP .

Let V be the random sample of voters who receive a ballot (decoy

or not). Each voter’s view is represented by a table Rv ∈ T that

contains information about their double ballot and hence is of sort

{V, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, where V again indicates the voter’s position in

the voter roster and columns of sort 5 have a “decoy” value in the

row of decoy ballots in case they have asked for a decoy ballot and

the “non-decoy” value in case they believe their ballot is real. Let

Views = {Rv |v ∈ V}. As in Eperio, Lemma 1 implies that when the

combination of these tables is consistent, then it is represented by a

tableV ∈ T given by the unique element in the setmin?KeyViews.

The unique key is the ballot number, of sort 1. Our goal is again
to ensure that the election is counted as intended, as indicated by

the property ϕ specified in Definition 4. As in Eperio, the protocol

itself ensures that the shape of all tables is correct and that all serial

numbers are unique. We again set P :=?{1}
Pbatches ∩ shapeP ,

and denote this verification step byψ0 := P , ∅.

The verification steps detailed by Chaum are grouped in 3 sec-

tions (corresponding respectively to Steps 7, 8, and 9) as follows.

Audit casting and printing. Using tables from the first batch,

everyone checks that the values in the columns 1, 2, and 4 of the

tables in P (1) match the values published on the bulletin board BB.

Since all tables in P extend the tables {π{1,2,4}P
(1)

i | i = 1, ..., x}
and have the same shape, we conclude that π{1,2,4}BB = π{1,2,4}P
for each table P ∈ P. In his paper, Chaum assumes that the bulletin

board correctly reflects the voter’s views. In particular this means

that for each voter v ∈ V , π{1,2,4}Rv ⊆# π{1,2,4}BB. Combining

with the above we may write this verification step as

ψ1 :=
∧
v ∈V

∧
P ∈P

π{1,2,4}Rv ⊆# π{1,2,4}P .

Using tables of batch 2, everyone can check that the second and

third column of E match the audited ballots on the bulletin board.

Since the choice of which ballots are print-audited is made after the

publication of columns 1 and 3, we will make the assumption that

this implies that the possible votes and vote codes on the ballots

match the ones on the permuted tables for all ballots of column 1

and not only for the print audited ones of column 2. Again assuming

correctness of BB, we may rewrite this verification step as

ψ2 :=?{1}
({π{1,3}BB} ∪ {π{1,3}R | R ∈ R} ∪ Pbatches)

∩ shapeP , ∅.

Audit voter selection and tally. In Step 8, batches 3 and 4 are used.

From these checks, the announced tally t is verified (i.e. decoy votes
are revealed) and voters verify that their choice has been counted.

Thus we defineψt andψ3 to be the following properties

ψt := t ∈
⋂
P ∈P

Ind
qu
P ({π3σ4=votedσ5=non-decoy});

ψ3 :=
∧
v ∈V

∧
P ∈P

(π{3,4,5}Rv ⊆ π{3,4,5}P).

As specified by Chaum, these batches should also be used to check

that values in columns 7 and 8 correspond to the values in columns

5 and 6 and hence to verify the correctness of voter selection, but we

have abstracted these verification steps away by merging columns

7 and 8 in the unique column V.

Audit all voters. Finally in step 9, batch 5 is used. Columns 1,

7 and 8 of Chaum’s table (hence columns 1 and V in our model)

reveal which voter corresponds to each ballot. Chaum specifies that

these voters must be contacted to verify they have received the

correct ballot and have effectively voted. This also ensures that no

other votes have been added to the table. We model this check by

ψvoter :=?{1}
(P ∪ {π{V,1}R | R ∈ Views} ∪ D) ∩ shapeP , ∅

∧ π{V,1}V = D.

E.3 Soundness
As mentioned, to achieve soundness and completeness, we must

assume correctness of the table D and of the bulletin board BB. For
example, the table BB could contain an altered vote of an honest

voter, resulting in the verification succeeding although the vote

is incorrect. Similarly a corrupted voter could post a different

vote on the bulletin board, making verification fail although the

result is correct. We have already included these assumptions in

the formulation of the verification propertiesψ1,ψ2 andψvoter.
In contrast to Eperio, the check ψvoter ensures that no ballot

stuffing occurs and that there is a unique ballot for each voter.

Ideally we would like to use Lemma 2 to show the protocol’s

soundness. To do so, the verification steps must ensure the correct

association of elements of the uniquely identifying sort 1 with each

other sort individually. However, none of the verification steps

associate elements of sort 5 to elements of sort 1. To illustrate

that this problem is not a consequence of our protocol modeling,

Example 7 shows that the simple protocol as described by Chaum

indeed allows the authority to exchange decoy and real ballots at

its discretion, as the summands in columns 5, 6, 7, and 8 are not

required to be unique, and are chosen freely by the authority.



Example 7. Consider the following twoChaum tables (for simplicity,

only columns 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 are shown).

A =

1 5 6 7 8
#1a − 9343 0000 5555 0000 5555

#1a − 1134 1111 4444 1111 4444

#1b − 7653 2222 3333 2222 3333

#1b − 8584 3333 2222 3333 2222

#2a − 8243 decoy decoy 0000 5555

#2a − 5634 decoy decoy 1111 4444

#2b − 1253 decoy decoy 2222 3333

#2b − 8684 decoy decoy 3333 2222

B =

1 5 6 7 8
#1a − 9343 decoy decoy 0000 5555

#1a − 1134 decoy decoy 1111 4444

#1b − 7653 decoy decoy 2222 3333

#1b − 8584 decoy decoy 3333 2222

#2a − 8243 0000 5555 0000 5555

#2a − 5634 1111 4444 1111 4444

#2b − 1253 2222 3333 2222 3333

#2b − 8684 3333 2222 3333 2222

The two tables are not equal up to permutation of rows. But pro-

vided there is a vote corresponding to the voters’ expectations (a

decoy ballot with the same vote), all verification steps succeed on

both tables. △

This weakness can easily be exploited by a malicious authority

who can tell voters with real ballots that they are decoy and tell an

attacker to buy them, using the votes to influence the result.

To the best of our knowledge, this issue has not been described

in the different versions of Chaum’s paper. However in some ver-

sions of the paper, Chaum proposes an additional check to im-

prove security against vote buying that partially fixes the problem.

To prove a decoy ballot is actually a decoy, the authority can re-

veal its corresponding line numbers in all permuted tables to a

voter using a secure channel. The voter can then verify that in

all tables his ballot shows up in these lines, and verify that it is

actually a decoy when checking ψ3. Formally, this would imply

π{1,5}σ5=decoyRv ⊆#

⊥ π{1,5}P for each v ∈ V and P ∈ P.

However this fix does not prevent the authority from telling

a voter with a decoy ballot that he has a real ballot (this would

correspond to a voter having a “non-decoy” value in its column of

sort 5, while the public table having a “decoy” value in the same

row) and ϕ is still not satisfied, as the voter’s view and the public

information cannot be combined. To the best of our knowledge,

this latter issue has neither been described in the different versions

of Chaum’s paper nor elsewhere.

It is clear that the authority cannot provide the voters with a

(transferable) proof that their ballot is real together with the ballot,

as this would render the decoys useless. A possible fix would be

to construct a non-transferable proof. For example, the authority

could commit to the line numbers associated to all real ballots, e.g.

by inserting them into envelopes and depositing these at a trusted

third party. Once the election is over, they can be sent to the voters

(using a secure channel) who can then verify they actually received

a real ballot. Also, since the numbers are only sent after the election,

the voters can create fake receipts by choosing table entries that fit

the desired results, making the proof meaningless for anybody else.

This step ensures correctness of column 5 for all ballots:

ψ
decoy

:=
∧
v ∈V

∧
P ∈P

π{1,5}Rv ⊆#

⊥ π{1,5}P .

E.3.1 Soundness of Chaum’s protocol under additional assumptions.
We now show that assuming the bulletin board BB and the random

draw D are correct, then the above checks are sufficient to establish

soundness of the verification procedure, i.e.

ψ0 ∧ψ1 ∧ψ2 ∧ψt ∧ψvoter ∧ψdecoy ⇒ ϕ . (4)

Observe that the tables in P and the table D have the same number

of rows, and since byψvoter, ?{1}
(P ∪ D) , ∅, it must be that for

every P ∈ P, π{V,1}P = D.

The checkψ2 gives us a table T ∈ T such that

T ∈ (?{1}
{π1,3R | R ∈ Views}) ∩ P .

SinceT ∈ P, checkψ1 implies that for all v ∈ V , π{1,2,4}Rv ⊆#

π{1,2,4}T , so that

T ∈ ?{1}
{π{1,2,4}R | R ∈ Views}.

The check ψvoter also implies that for each voter v ∈ V ,

π{V,1}Rv ⊆# π{V,1}T . Hence we also have

T ∈ ?{1}
{π{V,1}R | R ∈ Views}.

Finally the additional checkψ
decoy

also implies that for all v ∈ V ,

π{1,5}Rv ⊆# π{1,5}T , and hence

T ∈ ?{1}
{π{1,5}R | R ∈ Views}.

By Lemma 2 we conclude that

T ∈ ?{1}Views.

Finallyψt implies that tal(T ) = t, so that T ∈ Pcon. This shows

T ∈ C =?{1}
(Pauth ∪ Views) ∩ Pcon , ∅.

This also shows that ?{1}Views , ∅, so we may consider

the unique table V ∈ T given by Lemma 1 such that {V } =

min(?{1}Views). With regards to the second property of ϕ, for

any T ∈ C, byψvoter, π{V,1}T = π{V,1}V and therefore the tables

have the same number of rows. Also, since by definition of the

merge operator, V ⊆# T , these tables must be equal and hence

tal(T ) = tal(V ).

E.3.2 Completeness. Similarly to Eperio, it is straightforward to

show that ¬ψi implies ¬ϕ for any propertyψi in (4).

E.4 Privacy
We analyze privacy in Chaum’s protocol following themethodology

of Section 5.2. To do so we must first (1) understand the group SV .

We fix a table C ∈ ?Key
(Pauth ∪ τ (Views)) ∩ Pcon. Given a voter

v ∈ V , his vote is given by votev = σ2=notcheckedπ{3,4,5}σV=v .
Hence the sort that indicates the voter’s vote isChoice = {2, 3, 4, 5},
whereas Fixed = {1,V}.

SV is generated by the functions τvv ′ that swap votes between

two votersv,v ′ ∈ V that have cast a private vote. In particular τvv ′

swaps the tuples of sort {2, 3, 4, 5} between the subtables σV=v (C)

and σV=v ′(C) by exchanging their votes.

Observe that during the verification procedure analyzed above,

the auditors receive table data that amounts to the queries in the

set Q = {π{1,2,4}, π{2,3}, π{3,4,5}, π{1,V}}. For the second step

(2) we prove the following.



Theorem E.1. The elements of sort {2, 3, 4, 5} of not print-

audited ballots are G-indistinguishable under the query set Q and
constrains Pcon, where G is the product of the group of permutations
of all such tuples that are marked “notvoted” in column 4, and those
that are instead marked “voted”.

Proof. To show this, we again first consider the indistinguisha-

bility set of elements of sort Choice = {2, 3, 4, 5} in the table C
under all queries used in the election process. These are

Q = {π{1,2,4}, π{2,3}, π{3,4,5}, π{1,V}}.

Applying the same strategy as in Eperio, we examine the indistin-

guishability set for each query separately.

• H1 = IndC ({π{1,2,4}}, {shapeC }) is the set of tables whose

columns of sort {1, 2, 4} are equal to those of C . Since 1-
values are unique, tuples of sort {2, 3, 4, 5} are G1 indistin-

guishable in H1, where G1 is the product of the two sub-

groups Jvoted, Jnotvoted of PC ({M, S}). These groups permute

tuples of sort {2, 3, 4, 5} that contain “notchecked” in col-

umn 2 and “voted”, or “notvoted” respectively in column

4.
• H2 = IndC ({π{2,3}}, {shapeC }) is the set of tables whose

columns {2, 3}, indicating whether votes are print audited
or not, match those ofC . Since tables are row-wise unordered,
tuples of sort {2, 3, 4, 5} are completely indistinguishable in

H2, so G2 = PC (Choice).

• H3 = IndC ({π{3,4,5}}, {shapeC }) is the set of tables whose

columns {2, 3, 4, 5} are equal to those of C . Similarly to the

above case, G3 = PC (Choice).
• Finally, H4 = IndC ({π{1,V}}, {shapeC }). Elements of sort

{2, 3, 4, 5} are completely indistinguishable in H4 as this

last set is only concerned with columns of sort 1 and V:
G4 = PC (Choice).

The result then follows again from Lemma D.1, as G = G1 is a

subgroup of each of the groups G1, G2, G3 and G4. □

As required by (3), it is straightforward to see that SV is a sub-

group of G.
Finally, for the last step (4), let

tal = π{3}σ4=votedσ5=non-decoy

and recall that

Pcon = Ind
qu
t ({tal}) ∩ shapeP .

For any given C ∈ Pcon, and any τ ∈ SV , we have that tal(C) =
tal(τ (C)) since τ does not change the {3, 5} tuples and only per-

mutes marked ones with marked ones. Clearly τ does not change

the shape of the table C . Hence for any τ ∈ SV , τ (C) ∈ Pcon.

Corollary 2. By Theorem 1, Chaum’s protocol ensures vote pri-
vacy as defined in Definition 5.
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